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ABSTRACT 
In this thesis, we deal with problems related to software reliability First we 
exarmne the validity of exponentiahty of inter fallure times during software testing, 
which most of the software rehab~lity models assume to be true To check the validity 
of the exponentiality assumption mentioned above, we make use of a nonparametnc 
approach It uses a likelihood based nonparametnc smoothing technique with an in 
built mechanism for testing goodness of fit The methodology developed is apphed 
to three different software reliabhty data sets covering high, medtum and low quahty 
software The analysls show that m all the three cases exponentiakty assumption rs 
well in order However the exponentiality assumption fads to b l d  good when the 
&d is applred to some other data sets showing a clear clustermg phenomenon 
We gve a different formulation of the problem of optimal release bme of a software 
and sdve ~t by maxlmzmg the expected reward Here a reward of one unit ~s ob tand  
whenever a bug is fixed and test~ng is carried out case by case The result af testing 
by one case could ather be a falure or a success The optlmal solution turns out to be 
hfficult for ~rrrplernentatlon purposes We then study some specific pnor distributions 
for the number of undetected bugs and noted that the optimum release time under 
this speclffc priors becomes implementable In fact the dasion to continue testing 
or not turns out to be a one-step-ld ahead rule m all k b e  m e s  wt-h the s p d c  
prlors 
Further, we develop a model for software reliability relaxing the assumption that 
no new bugs are introduced whde hang a bug We study the conditm whz& gww- 
tee a bug frw software, and vrce versa We use some standard Mwbv p m  mk 
and solve the problem of finding the expected number of tests required to make the 
so f t~a re  bug free We also discuss an alternative formulation for the same problem 
F~nally we discuss about a more real~st~c problem, relaxing some of the popular 
as~umptions and just indicated a possible way of solving it 
